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ABSTRACT. Scenic quality is related to man's perception of
'natural and built form. A review is made of three visually
related landform description approaches: numerical, geometric,
and geomorphic. Diversity and complexity of coastal features
are examined. Desirable analysis approaches are found to be
sensitive to varying scales, offshore, beach, bluff and upland
elements.

LANDFORM DESCRIPTION. Linton has described scenery as "the
form of the ground," and "the mantle of forests and moorlands,
farms and factories, natural vegetation and human artifacts by
which the hard rock body of the landscape is clothed" (2).

Scenic perception of a landscape involves the generation,
transmission, and interpretation of a visual message. This
process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Of these four perception elements, both landscape and visibility
are strongly influenced by the form of the earth's surface.
Therefore, landscape visual quality analyses need a foundation
of terrain description. A major difficulty in the ifeld of
visual quality assessment arises from the inherently personal
character of view interpretations coupled with the absence of
a common descriptive vocabulary. Many aesthetic terms may
apply to the character of the earth's surface, for example,
unity, variety, contrast, uniqueness, grain, and texture.
These terms, by themselves, are relative abstractions that do
not convey a discrete image. It is therefore highly desirable
to develop terminology which conveys images of the various
forms that comprise landscape scenes.
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1. Landscape - a composition of natural and man-made forms
2. Visibility - the physical view zone, and distance

relationships between viewer and landscape
J. Viewer Environment - the local surroundings, viewer

mobility, and sequence of views
4. Interpretation - the viewer's psychological analysis

of a view's content and meaning

A literature review in the fields of physical geography and
landscape assessment reveals a wide variety of analytical
approaches to describing surface terrain. One way to categorize
these techniques is from the standpoint of abstraction. Three
general groupings based on degrees of abstraction can be
differentiated: numerical indices, geometrical forms, and
geomorphic origins.

Numerical techniques are the most abstract methods utilized.
Use of these techniques to describe terrain characteristics
has gained widespread support in recent years because of their
relative ease of application to extensive areas, and
compatibility with computerized data analysis. Military
researchers have developed parametric approaches to terrain
evaluation for planning large scale troop movements. The QREC
(U. S. Army Quartermaster Research and Engineering Center), in
a large regional study, utilized simple topographic map
measurements such as elevation, slope, and number of divides
to quickly group areas Into twenty-five distinct terrain regions
which contain similar surface characteristics (3).

Numerical measures have recently been used in scenic analyses.
"Landform has consistently been evaluated on the basis of
relative relief -- the greater the relative relief, the higher
the scenic value" (4). Leopold, in his aesthetic comparison
of river valleys, translated a wide spectrum of descriptions
into a composite rating system. One of his prime measures
was "landscape scale," which relates the height of adjacent
mountains to the width of the valley floor. Numeric measure
ments thus are used as an indicator of topographic enclosure
and contrast (5). Figure 2 illustrates this basic scale
relat ionshlp.
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Figure 2 - Valley Proportions

Yosemite Valley Section
1:1 1/2 Floor - Wall Proportions

Lttray, Virginia
15:1 Floor - Hall Proportions

(after Litton, p. 271)
Several researchers have undertaken statistical correlations
between scenery dimensions and viewer reactions. Shafer took
measurements from ground level photographs which portrayed
actual views. Factors measured on the photographs included
perimeters and areas of vegitatlon, nonvegitation and water.
Study results included linear equations relating photographic
dimensions to scenic preference (6).

Zube, Pitt and Anderson have related measurements from
topographic maps to viewer reactions, both in the field and
to photographs of the field scenes. Of the twenty-three scenic
factors studied, seven were directly related to landform:
relative relief ratio, absolute-relative relief, mean slope
distribution, topographic texture, ruggedness number, spatial
definition index and mean elevation (7).

These and related numerical methods hold great promise for
advancing the rigor of scenic evaluation. However, by
themselves, they inherently contain several difficulties.

"The fundamental objection is a belief that landscape
cannot be effectively valued by simply measuring and
weighing components from a map or aerial photograph...
problems arise in deciding on weighting...the landscape
contributions of components do not increase in direct
proportion to the amount of that component..." (8).

A second problem is the difficulty in conveying a clear mental
image of the landscape via mathematical measures. Such an
image is critical for communications, planning and design.
The process of numerical abstraction is at least partially
irreversible. Geometric-based landscape descriptions help
overcome this latter difficulty.

Geometric descriptions of terrain are widely used by physical
geographers. Earthforms include both hill projections and
valley depressions. Three-dimentlonal hill form shapes can
be classified as being a hemi-spheroid (round), elipsoid
(linear), or complex. It is often convenient, analytically
and graphically, to project complex three-dimentional forms
into two dimentions, plan view and cross section. In cross
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section, hills car. be classified as being concave, convex,
or concave-convex. These generalized forms are shown in
figure 3.

Figure 3 - Generalized Hill Forms

Concave-ConvexConcave

(after Grletzer, 1944, p. 96)

Valleys have also been classified on the basis of geometric
cross section and plan view configuration. An evolutionary
generalization of valley cross section hypothesizes that
initially young" valleys are steep and "V" shaped. After an
equilibrium stream profile is achieved, lateral erosion
continues and the section shape is transformed to a rounded,
and finally a broad "U". Valley sections can be symmetrical
or assymmetrical. (Glaciation can also carve "U" valleys).

The plan view configuration of drainage patterns is an
evolutionary function of geology, climate, and stage of
development. Way has illustrated sixteen basic patterns such
as dendritic, rectangular, parallel, and radial (9). Horton
applied numerical analysis to stream patterns, deriving such
parameters as "drainage density" and "stream frequency" (10).
An extensive exposition of this subject has been written by
Haggett and Chorley.

In contrast to purely geometric descriptions, geomorphic
classifications of terrain features combine form, evolution,
and physical properties. Geomorphology is the "science of
landform" (13). It is a branch of geology dealing with the
many processes of erosion and deposition and how they have
shaped the earth's surface throughout geologic time.

Belcher and Lueder pioneered in the use of aerial photographs
to classify landforms for engineering and land planning
decisions. Way has focused these methods on site development.
He defines landform as follows:
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"...landforms are terrain features formed by natural
processes which have a definable composition and range
of physical and visual characteristics that occur wherever
the landform is found. Thus, specific distinctions can be
made among landform units, by which to describe unique
topography, composition or structure, or capabilities."
(U)

To illustrate geomorphic processes, the block diagram of
Figure 4 depicts some of the landforms shaped at the margins
of continental glaciers.

Figure 4

Glacial Moraine

Landforms

rM-terminal moraine

RM-recessional moraine

•W-interlobate moraine

GM ground moraine
E-esker

DR-drumllns

D-delta

DK-delta kame

S-shoreline

LB-lake bottom

OP-outwaih plain
K-kettle

(after Strahlcr and Strahler, 1973, p.444)

Way identifies geomorphic forms on the basis of bedrock,
climate, topography, drainage, vegetation, and land use
patterns. For each type of bedrock, such as sedimentary, he
reviews the type of soil associated with the various terrain
features. General interpretations for development of
landforms can then be made, including: sewage disposal, solid
wastes, trenching, excavating and grading, construction
materials, landslide susceptibility, ground water supply, pond
construction, foundations, and highway construction.

Howlett and Felleman have incorporated the mapping of local
landforms in the analysis of high voltage transmission line
routing and impact. As shown in Figure 5, the landforms served
as a multipurpose basis for ranking local visual quality
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(contrast, uniqueness), for delineating the proposed facility's
potential visibility (skyline, water crossing...), and for
anticipating construction and ecological difficulties (steep
slopes, marshes...) (15).

Figure 5
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The geomorphic approach '.ias the advantage of bridging the gap
between description of visual forms and the behavioral
characteristics of the terrain which is a necessary basis for
land development decisions. Methods utilized in geomorphic
classifications arc more complex than those needed for numerical
or geometric descriptions. Due to the uniqueness of local
landform evolution the resultant analyses appear to pose
problems for large scale planning generalizations.

It is apparent that the scale of a visual analysis study area
will, in part, influence the selection of a terrain description
approach. For example, It would be very costly to delineate
Way's detailed geomorphic landforms for an entire statewide
study. The issue of scale is important because resource and
planning studies often entail decisions, such as facility
location and site design requiring varying levels of
informational detail.

Researchers in geography and geomorphology have addressed this
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problem by developing nested hierarchies of terminology.
These are analagous to the systems used in botanical taxonomy.
One of the most comprehensive of such systems was proposed by
Brink, et. al. for Australia. Table I summarizes his
definition of "land units" (16).

Table I - Land Unit Hierarchy

Name Description Scale

Land Zone major climatic region unspecified

Land Division continental structure 1:15,000,000
(15m)

Land Province large assembly of forms 1:5 - 1:15m

Land Region small range of surface forms 1:1m - 1:5m
having undergone comparable
geomorphic evolution

Land Systems recurrent pattern of land 1:250,000-1:lm
facets

Land Facet one or more land element, 1:10,000 -
part of a homogeneous 1:80,000
landscape

Land Element simplest part of a landscape, 1:10,000
uniform soil, form,
vegetation

(after Mitchell. 1973. p. 48)

By comparison, Cressey's "land form categories" of New York
State (1:3,168,000) are roughly equivalent to Brink's "land
regions", and the Strahlers' glacial landforms are similar to
land facets". Project design is usually carried out using

detailed terrain information. An element can relate to areal,
linear, or point features. The concept of "land element" is
illustrated in Figure 6 with a longitudinal cross section
through a drumlin landform.

Most aesthetic resource studies appear to utilize one to three
scales of landform analysis. The N.A.R. work, cited above,
incorporated two levels:

"landscape series" - large area, general impression;
"landscape systems" - series subdivision, dominant earth
forms. (17)

The N.A.R. earthform analysis at the "systems" level
concentrated on: areal extent, contrast created by vertical
relief, water-land interfaces, and character of spatial
enclosure. The character of a prototypical coastal "landscape
system" consisting of a horizontal sandbar and/or marsh on the
Midatlantic coast line is a "landscape systems" example.

A second example of scale hierarchy is contained in the National
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Forest Service's VI:ual Management System. At a gross scale,
the the study definis 16 major physiographic areas in the
Pacific Northwest. These areas are called "character types"
with common vegetation and land, rock, and water forms. At a
finer scale, a further differentiation is made. For example,
in the Western Cascades type, four "character subtypes" have
been mapped: gorge lands, steep mountain lands, foothill lands,
rolling plateau lands. Individual landforms and landform
elements are the third scale of analysis. These local forms
and elements comprise the actual landscape scenes which are
perceived (18).

'. A) 1UV-AVE
ELEMENT T/PBS--

Areal
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\4jejlCALi5&CTl0r4
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A clear approach to describing terrain features is a valuable
step in developing a visual assessment method. There is no
consensus on methods for articulating surface characteristics
or terminology for describing them. Tests of all three
approaches: numerical, geometric, and geomorphic will be
necessary to determine a practical means or combination of
methods for defining visual terrain features of New York's
coastline.

A visual assessment approach ideally is suitable for both
area-wide activity allocation planning and local site design
decisions. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a multi-
tiered framework which aggregates characteristic groupings of
similar features at the macro scale and utilizes individual

landforms or sets of landforms at the local scale. The latter
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would be applicable to analysis of actual planning and design
relating to landscape scenes.

COASTAL FEATURES. Physical geographers and geologists have
long studied shore zone processes. This interest is due, both
to the importance of shores to man and, to the complexity of
coastal dynamics. Three sets of factors interact to generate
natural coastal forms. These determinants include energy
(changing sea levels, wind, waves...), shore zone material
(stationary and moving), and the geometry of submerged and
upland landforms (19). In this century, the impact of man
(filling, structures, dredging...) has constituted a fourth
major shaping force.

The complexity of coastal geomorphology arises, in large
part, from the relatively rapid (geological time) response to
active forces. For example, Shepard and Wanless (20) have
illustrated the dramatic changes in barrier island form and
location following major tropical storms.

Numerous classification approaches for coastal forms have been
developed since Johnson's benchmark efforts in 1919. Some of
these systems distinguish between shoreside uplands that are
growing and those that are being diminished. Bird has
illustrated prototypical coastal landform elements for two
diverse sets of geomorphic situations: cliffed erosional,
and depositional. These are shown in the cross sections of
Figures 7A, B.

Figure 7 depicts the general relationship of the water-land
interface. However, it is in the plan view (aerial or map)
that the great variety of coastal forms is revealed. Figure 8
illustrates one approach to the geomorphic classification of
depositional features. These features affect our perception
of shore areas by providing variety and spatial enclosure.
Shepard and Wanless (21) have developed an extensive glossary
of shoreline terms.

The shoretypes of the Great Lakes in Michigan and Wisconsin
have been analyzed in small scale cross section to assist
local governments and property owners in making efficient,
environmentally sound development decisions (22). Rather
than typing landforms, these studies merely identify changes
in section configuration and shoreline materials. Figure 9 '
illustrates the Wisconsin Study output.

Pincus has researched the erosional characteristics of the
Ohio shore of Lake Erie. His analysis, based on geology,
soils, and air photo interpretations begins with classifying
dominant shore features. Although not intended as a visual
analysis, the Pincus study demonstrates the multipurpose
usefulness of a rigorous geomorphic landform data base.
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Figure 7A - Erosional Sh^wslinc
COASTAL WATERS BARRIER LAGOON UPLANDS

offshore bar
berm

J.w.m.

Figure 7B - Depositional Shoreline

COASTAL WATERS

offshore

Figure 8

SHORE

foreshore back-
shore

shore platlorm

(after Bird, 1969, p. 1)

(After King, 1972, p. 503)
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Figure 9 - Wisconsin Shoreline Study

Shore Edge Section

Shore Element Description Matrix

WET BEACH DRY BEACH BLUFF UPLAND

MATERIAL
sand, to 50Jhen
gravel/boulders
To shoreline

mtfisfrtltcflis
of sand

clay clay

WIDTH
100 >l out to

6 ft depth 30-60 feet

SLOPE 4-6% 80-100%
rolling to steep

at drainage areas

VEGETATION none

birch, aspen, nazei
uuhite spruce, in
erosion free areas

birch, aspen hazel
white, spruce
maple

WATER clear
erosion-serious
where vegetation
and small sand
stone pockets are
absenf vegetation
temporaryEROSION

HEIGHT
varies from

30 to 80 ft

USE

Studies of coastal aesthetics are only recently emerging as
important inputs to land use decisions. Litton's "Visual
Landscape Units of the Lake Tahoe Region," in Scenic Analysis
of the Lake Tahoe Region (23); Looking at the Vineyard: A
Visual Study for a Changing Island: and the Environmental
Report for the Arizona Station Transmission System are recent
examples of visual inputs to land use planning and decision
making.

The N.A.R. study, referred to previously, included visual
contrast as a major determinant of visual quality. Table II
contains the study's relative generalizations of the large
scale scenic shorefront regions.
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N.A.R. Coastal Scenery Evaluations

Character

Table II

Location Internal Spatial Variety,
Contrast Enclosure

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low

Eastern Maine Embayed, Rocky

Central New England Linear, Rocky

Southern New England Sand Beach-
Bluff

Mid-Atlantic

Urban

Horizontal Sand Low

Bar - Marsh

Low

One of the most comprehensive scenic analyses of a U. S. coast
has recently been completed for Long Island Sound by Roy Mann
Associates, Inc. The study was undertaken for the National
Park Service and the New England River Basins Commission
(N.E.R.B.C).

In an interim report, the commission identified three shore
zone cross sectional types: flatland, rise, bluff; and three
plan view shoreline configurations: straight, projecting
seaward, and projecting inland. These simple shapes result
in nine possible three-dimentional combinations (24).

The Mann report deals with the subject in much greater depth.
Topographic complexity, shoreline complexity, and uniqueness
are just three of eighteen natural and manmade criteria that
were assessed (methodology unspecified) (25). Utilizing the
fact that much of the Sound's coast consists of submerged
upland hills, the study uses "headlands" (shoreline high
points) to delineate "shorescape units" between protruding
headlands. The scale of these units, averaging one to two
miles (1.6-3.3km.), coincides well with an individual's fore
and midground visual perception zone. Adjacent shorescape
units of similar character or between major headlands are
aggregated into 40 "coastal reaches" (26).

The Mann study does not 'identify' individual landforms. The
study utilizes twelve prototypical "shorescape types" which
consist of adjacent, visually reinforcing landforms and
landform elements. These are illustrated in Figure 10. Also
depicted are the study's conclusions regarding the visual
distance at which each type is aesthetically important,
views were analyzed primarily from a boater's position
(methodology unspecified).

The complexity of natural shoreline development processes has

Shore
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led to a wide variety of dynamic coastal land and water
features. In developing a visual assessment approach for
New York's shorelines, a nested hierarchy of scales will be
necessary. Initial large scale groupings can be made on the
basis of dominant topographic features and shoreline
configurations. Sampling and testing of methods described
previously will be necessary to ensure that shore zone
features are clearly differentiated and communicated. The
use of geomorphic terms is desirable where feasible to
provide a linkage to related erosional and land development
analyses. A comprehensive system must include offshore, beach,
bluff, and upland components. In addition embayment-enclosure
relationships must be analyzed.

NEW YORK'S SEA GRANT SHORELINE. New York is unique among
Sea Grant States in the diversity of its Great Lakes and
Atlantic Shoreline. The coastal aesthetic research being
conducted by the School of Landscape Architecture is designed
to develop assessment and planning methods for state, regional
and local utilization. The State's shoreline has been divided
into nineteen shorescape provinces based on geomorphic features.
Ground and aerial photographic studies have been made of local
features. Analyses are underway for selected sites in each
province to test landform units, landscape dimentions,
visibility and viewer preference approaches to landscape
description and assessment.
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ABSTRACT. Consideration of aesthetic values on an equal
basis with ecologic, economic, and other values is mandated
for planning decisions in the coastal zone. A Sea Grant
research program in New York seeks to provide user-oriented
methods for visual quality protection and control along the
state's coastline.

GROWING CONCERN FOR VISUAL QUALITY. Most of us would agree
on the dramatic scenic beauty of jagged cliffs plunging
abruptly down to beaches of golden sand washed by clear
blue-green surf. And most of us would agree on the revolting
ugliness of oil and sewage sloshing among the wrecks of
rotting piers and rusting half-sunken barges at the backside
of one of our coastal cities. Yet most of our shorescapes
are neither as dramatic nor as revolting. Agreement on their
visual quality is far less universal, but awareness of the
importance of visual quality is growing.

Recent public concern for visual quality can be seen as a
subset of the broader environmental quality movement.
Consciously or not, we often attribute visual quality to
environmentally harmonious features of our surroundings and
attribute ugliness to products of environmental degradation
or pollution. Our evaluation of visual quality is strongly
influenced by the extent to which the high-rise, the tree,
the sign, the beach Is perceived as an integral, functioning
part of its surroundings. As with most public outcries, the
visual quality Issue has been most stimulated by the negative
aspects--the unsightly and ugly. They tell us something has
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vary widely in sca.e (from regional to site-specific), in
subjectivity or objectivity of evaluation, and in types of
landscapes evaluated. Several recent reviews of landscape
evaluation methods provide more detailed analysis (8).

Despite a certain availability of aesthetic evaluation methods,
they rarely seem to have found their way into the public
planning process. One analysis found that "most planners
interviewed...either had never heard of the methods available
or found them useless for their work (i.e....too subjective,
too time-consuming in data collection, not flexible enough
for diverse planning situations, and too expensive)" (9).
It might be added that they can also be too complex for the
uninitiated to employ.

Specific applications of visual assessment methods to coastal
landscapes and in coastal planning are even fewer. A recent
volume succinctly compiles the aesthetic aspects of the
water's edge and proposes an approach to systematic evaluation
(10). Even more recent is a draft manual just produced for
the Office of Coastal Zone Management, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), as an aid to coastal zone
management programs in the states (11). One of the most
graphic and comprehensible applications of visual analysis
and guidelines for coastal planning is People and the Sound:
Shoreline Appearance and Design, A Planning Handbook produced
for the Long Island Sound Study of the New England River
Basins Commission (12).

A VISUAL QUALITY RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR NEW YORK. In light of
the paucity of inclusion of visual considerations in the land
use planning process, and in coastal zone planning in
particular, a proposal to define and research visual quality
issues pertaining to New York State's marine and Great Lakes
coastal zone was prepared in 1974 by the School of Landscape
Architecture, State University of New York College of
Environmental Science and Forestry, in Syracuse. The proposal
was endorsed by the :icw York Sea Grant Program (now Sew York
Sea Gra.it Institute) and funded by the '.iOAA OCficc of Sea Crant
for -i t'*o - year period (1974-76) (13).

The project, entitled "Visual Quality of New York State's
Coastal Zone", has the ultimate objective of making visual
quality an understandable concept and developing methods by
which coastal planners and managers, residents, and other
users can play a tangible role in promoting and protecting
the coast's visual quality. The question of visual quality
has been so open to a multitude of widely divergent
interpretations that the investigation began with the
preparation of four working papers of background information.
They are currently being distributed to selected reviewers
for their comments. These papers arc:
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1. Evaluating Visual Quality of the Coastline: Some
Significant Issues reviews the literature to explore the
complexity of defining aesthetic or visual quality. Both
psychological and physical Influences on individual
evaluations of visual quality are reviewed and discussed.
The unique aesthetic attractions of water are considered and
some of the vlsualaspects of coastal zone boundary definition
are presented. This paper provides a background for
subsequent research on visual assessment methods, user
perceptions, and landform analysis (14).

2. Visual Quality in Land Use Control explores the growth of
public concern for visual quality and the history of the
translation of this concern into land use regulation laws in
the United States. Emphasis is placed on actions at the State
and Federal levels (e.g., NEPA). A closer look is then taken
at the limited attention which has been given to visual
quality regulation, specifically in the coastal zone and in
New York State (15). Anticipated investigations to follow up
on this paper will include detailed definition of current and
innovative legal devices for controlling visual quality.

3. Landscape Evaluation: A Review of Current Techniques and
Methodologies classifies and compares some thirty recent
approaches to evaluating the visual quality of landscapes.
These methods fall broadly Into measures of preference or
perception of landscape viewers, or Into descriptive
classifications of physical landscape features. Discussion
includes the types of landscapes evaluated, the features of
the landscapes analyzed, the criteria by which evaluations
were made, who made them, and the techniques used for data
collection (16).

In addition, a bibliography of some 300 entries on landscape
perception and assessment has been compiled. It includes
sections on theoretical and research approaches to aesthetics,
on landscape preference assessment, and on landscape
classification. With this paper and bibliography as a start,
visual assessment methods are being screened for their
applicability to the unique linear coastline conditions.
Testing of one scenic beauty preference method has been
initiated using randomly selected color slides of a large
partly urbanized marsh complex on Long Island. Other methods
will be tested and evaluated in the second year.

4. Coastal Landforms and Scenic Analysis: A Review of the
Literature, With A Preliminary Examination of New York's
Shoreline surveys the evolution of methods of natural landform
classification. Consideration is given to the varying
requirements at different scales. Classifications relating
specifically to shoreform morphology are discussed in
greater detail. Nineteen coastal landform regions for
New York's marine and Great Lakes shores are designated and
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described, on the basis of physiographic, geologic, and soil
characteristics (17). Additionally, a representative two-by-
four mile sample site has been selected in each region and
cross sections and landform analysis prepared from topographic
maps at 1:24,000 scale. Urban forms apd land use patterns
will be treated similarly. Detailed field measurements of
landforms at selected sited on the coast will be undertaken.

To increase their familiarity with the State's shoreline, the
researchers have undertaken a field reconnaissance of the
entire shore, by air and by land. The dominant natural and
man-made patterns and features, visual and physical
accessibility to the water, and uses of the shoreline have
been noted and photographed on color slides. Methods of
determining visibility both from and to the water, will also
he investigated with the aim of defining the "visual zone"
of the coast, an important part of coastal zone definition for
management purposes.

To enhance the usefulness of the slide collection, a cross-
referencing system has been devised which identifies each
slide by location, landform features, land use, and other
aspects shown. This collection will be augmented with
similarly referenced slides of coastal features and develop
ment in other parts of the world.

An outline has been prepared for an illustrated publication
which will describe the distinctive visual characteristics
of New York's Long Island and Great Lakes shoreline, with
respect to the nineteen distinctive regions which have been
defined. This publication will include appropriate
photography, landform and land use analyses, and other field
observations. Its purpose will be not as a tour guide to
specific scenic sites, but as a document to increase public
awareness of the State's varied visual coastal environments.

Another thrust of the research program is in the direction of
identifying the perceptions and preferences of New York's
coastal users and decision-makers toward the visual character

of the coast and how it is being treated. A pilot version of
a survey questionnaire has been tested and is being refined
and revised for application to various coastal users. In the
long range, the purpose of this survey is to categorize the
various attitudes toward the coast, to identify dominant
agreements and conflicts, and eventually to seek satisfactory
responses which most equitably meet the visual resource
demands and potentials of New York's shores.

A major undertaking in the first year was the organization of
a "Conference/Workshop on Visual Quality and the Coastal Zone,"
held in Syracuse on 29-30 May, with 100 registrants. Three
keynote speakers and eighteen other panelists gave present
ations In three conference sessions: visual attitudes and

perceptions, visual quality assessment methods, and visual
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quality planning on the coast. Panelists represented
university researchers in landscape architecture, geography,
geology, recreation, and other disciplines, as well as private
consultants and public planning and regulatory agencies.
Presentations covered a wide range of approaches from literary
to statistical, from theoretical to politically pragmatic.
This concentrated package successfully represented the current
status of understanding visual landscape quality, and
particularly that of the coastal zone. The need for integ
ration of diverse efforts, particularly the adaptation of
objective visual evaluation methods to immediate coastal needs,
was clearly demonstrated.

The workshop sessions Involved registrants in small group
discussions focusing on specific case studies of typical visual
quality conflict situations found along the coast. These
sessions provided an opportunity for expression of personal
attitudes, exposure to others' conflicting attitudes, and an
incentive to seek compromise and understanding in reaching for
resolution to these conflicts, drawing on ideas generated by
the conference papers. One of the most useful outcomes of the
Conference/Workshop was the opportunity it provided for a
diverse mixture of researchers, public agents, private
practitioners, and coastal residents to get acquainted, rub
elbows, and exchange views (18).

The above activities are part of a program leading, over the
next two or three years, to the preparation of several hand
books designed for use by coastal planners and managers
These handbooks will attempt to provide primarily three types
of assistance: (1)raethodology allowing them, with a minimum
of professional assistance, to identify and evaluate the
visual quality of coastal areas; (2)guidelines for aesthetic
design of coastal developments; and (3)implementation
techniques and methods applicable to protection and enhance
ment of visual resources of the coastline. Towards those ends,
the research will focus on further coordination with the

findings and needs of other Sea Grant activities, such as
recreational facilities, engineering, power plant siting,
and land/water use policies and controls.
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